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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF SLOW POSITRONS ON ATOMSM. Ya. Amusia a;b, N. A. Cherepkov , L. V. Chernysheva b*a The Raah Institute of Physis, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem91904, Jerusalem, Israelb A. F. Io�e Physial-Tehnial Institute194021, St.-Petersburg, Russia State University of Aerospae Instrumentation190000, St.-Petersburg, RussiaSubmitted 19 August 2002The results of alulations of the elasti sattering ross setion of positrons on noble gas and alkali atomsare presented. The alulations are performed within the one-eletron Hartree�Fok approximation with multi-eletron orrelations in the so-alled random phase approximation with exhange taken into aount. Virtualpositronium formation is taken into aount and proved to be very important. Arguments are presented that thepositron polarization potential is repulsive for alkali atoms. The results obtained are in a reasonable agreementwith experiment and with some previously reported alulations.PACS: 34.50.Fa, 34.80.Dp, 34.10.+x, 34.85.+x1. INTRODUCTIONThe studies of positron�atom and positron�moleule sattering, in spite of their developmentduring already several deades, is still quite an ativearea of researh (see [1�3℄ and referenes therein).The interest in positron slowing and annihilation ingases and other media motivates the investigation ofthese proesses. The photons emitted in the ourseof annihilation arry extremely valuable informationon the eletron struture of di�erent objets, fromisolated atoms in gases to solid bodies. But the proessof positron ollisions on atoms and moleules is alsoof interest by itself and in omparison to eletronollisions on the same objets. The projetile-targetinteration mehanisms are most transparent in theollision proess at low energies, and we thereforeonentrate on this energy region in what follows.For both the eletron and positron sattering, theross setion is determined by the eletrostati and po-larization potentials by whih the target ats on theprojetile. For inoming eletrons, however, the ex-hange with the target eletrons is important. It doesnot exist for positrons at all. At a �rst glane, the*E-mail: larissa.hernysheva�mail.io�e.ru

positron sattering proess therefore appears to be sim-pler than that for eletrons. Moreover, the positron�atom stati potential, being repulsive in general, foresthe positron to move into the areas of the target wherethe potential is the smallest, thus diminishing its over-all ation. This is opposite to the ase of eletron�atom(moleule) ollision. The ontrast looks even strongerif we take into aount that as it seems, the polar-ization potential is attrative for both eletrons andpositrons. The total potential for eletrons must there-fore be stronger than for positrons. It thus seems at the�rst glane that any simple approah that is good foreletrons should work at least not worse for positrons.For instane, the seond-order approximation to thepolarization potential is good for eletron�atom sat-tering [4℄ and an be expeted to be at least equallygood in desribing positron�atom sattering. But thisview has proved to be inorret.Indeed, the positron that is �pushed� out of thetarget an interat strongly with a temporarily, or vir-tually, exited eletron that is outside the target. Theyform a kind of a bound state that an be alled the�virtual positronium�. We show that this is a very im-portant mehanism that dramatially a�ets the sat-tering ross setion.39



M. Ya. Amusia, N. A. Cherepkov, L. V. Chernysheva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003Our aim in this paper is to alulate the slowpositron�atom elasti sattering ross setions and todemonstrate the e�ieny of a very simple method �rstproposed in [5℄ and then developed in [6; 7℄ that allowstaking the virtual positronium formation into aountin this proess. The latter e�et has proved to be ex-tremely important. The suggested method allows us toonsiderably improve the agreement with experimentand to give a simple qualitative explanation of a largedi�erene between ross setions for noble gases andtheir neighbors, alkali atoms. Sine the introdution ofthis approah in [5℄, a number of other alulations wereperformed (e.g., [6�10℄) based on the idea of the virtualpositronium formation but using muh more ompli-ated methods (see [8�10℄).2. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONSThe elasti sattering ross setion �(E) of apositron with the energy E is determined by the partialsattering phases Æ`(E), where ` is the positron angularmomentum, as [11℄1)�(E) = 2�E 1X̀=0(2`+ 1) sin2 Æ`(E): (1)In the alulations, we limit ourselves by the �rst fourphase shifts ` = 0; 1; 2; 3, whih is su�ient for rela-tively low positron energies up to 30�40 eV.The �rst step of our approah is the Hartree�Fok(HF) alulations, whih means the HF approximationfor the target atom and the frozen ore approximationfor the inoming positron, naturally without exhangeof the positron and the ore eletrons. To alulate the

HF positron phase shifts ÆHF` (E), we therefore solvethe equation��42 + Zr � Z dr�(r0)jr� r0j�'e+(r) = E'e+(r) (2)for the positron wave funtion 'e+(r); here, Z is thenulear harge and �(r) is the atomi eletron den-sity. The asymptoti form of the radial part P e+E` (r)of 'e+(r) for large r determines the phase shift,P e+E` (r) = 1p�r sin �pr��2̀ +ÆHF` (E)� ; r !1: (3)Here, p = p2E. The density is obtained by solving theHF equations for the target atom.A prominent di�erene between the HF and exper-imental results at low positron energies in positron�atom elasti sattering exists for almost all atoms on-sidered, for example, He. The next step must thereforebe made by taking the polarization interation into a-ount. This interation appears in the seond order inthe positron�eletron interation, in the same way asfor the eletron�atom sattering (see [4; 12℄ for details).Assuming that the polarization interation � is weak,we an express the orretion �Æ`(E) to the HF partialpositron sattering phase due to the ation of � as�Æ`(E) = �� hE` k�`(E)kE`i ; (4)where �`(E) is the `th omponent of � and E` denotesthe radial part of the positron wave funtion P e+E` (r).In the seond order in the Coulomb interationV = 1=jr � r0j between the inoming positron andatomi eletrons, the redued matrix element in theright hand side of (4) is given byhE` k�`(E)kE`i = XL�0 12L+ 1 �� Xi�F ;"2`2>F 1Z0 hE`; "i`i kVLkE1`1;"2`2i hE1`1;"2`2 kVLkE`; "i`ii(2`+ 1)(E �E1 � "2 + "i + iÆ) dE1 d"2; (5)where E1`1 denotes the intermediate positron state,whih is determined by solving Eq. (3), and "2`2 andEi`i stand for the energies and angular momenta ofatomi eletrons in the virtually exited and groundstates, respetively (with their wave funtions foundin the HF approximation [12℄). The redued Coulombmatrix elements VL are de�ned in [12℄. The ondi-tions i � F and "` > F indiate oupied and vaanteletron states, respetively. Equation (5) orresponds
to the lowest order orrelation orretion in the frameof the Random Phase Approximation with Exhange(RPAE). It di�ers from the expression for the seond-order polarization interation for eletron�atom sat-tering desribed in [4; 12℄ beause it does not inludethe exhange between the inoming partile and targeteletrons. The sattering ross setion with the polar-ization interation taken into aount is determined byEq. (1) where ÆHF` (E) is replaed by the phases1) Atomi units are used in this paper, with m and e being the eletron mass and harge.40



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003 Elasti sattering of slow positrons on atomsÆ`(E) = ÆHF` (E) + �Æ`(E) (5a)for E < I with I being the target atom ionizationpotential. For higher positron energies, the satter-ing phases given by (4) and (5a) are omplex, and theimaginary part Im�Æ`(E) � �Æ 0̀ (E) determines theinelasti sattering ross setion of the positron by anatom.The elasti sattering ross setion for E > I isgiven by [4; 12℄�(E) = �E X̀(2`+1) [h(2�Æ 0̀ (E))� os(2Æ`(E))℄�� exp [�2�Æ 0̀(E)℄ ; (6)where Æ`(E) is the real part of the positron `-wave sat-tering phase shift.Similarly to Eq. (5), the method desribed in [4; 12℄in some aspets apply well beyond the simple seond-order perturbation theory in the inter-eletron inter-ation. Important higher-order orretions are takeninto aount by alulating the HF wave funtion ofthe eletron "2`2 in the atomi �eld with the vaanyi. With this improvement, even the lowest order in thepolarization interation gives good results for the elas-ti sattering of eletrons on noble gases. This intera-tion depends on the projetile energy, is nonloal, anddoes not ontain free adjustable parameters. Far fromthe atom, it an be approximated as the polarizationpotential Vpol = ��(")2r4 ; (7)where �(") is the atom dipole polarizability, " is themean exitation energy of the inoming eletron inthe intermediate state, and r is the distane betweenthe projetile and the enter of the target. In phe-nomenologial alulations or estimations for low in-oming positron energy E, it is usually assumed that" = 0. For 0 � " < I1, where I1 is the energy of the�rst atom exitation level, the dipole polarizability ispositive and the polarization potential is therefore at-trative. It should be kept in mind, however, that �(")as a funtion of " an beome negative, at least for al-kali and alkali earthes, at " > I , where I is the atomi

ionization potential. As a result, the polarization po-tential in (7) an beome repulsive. It is essential tonote that �(") is omplex at " > I , its imaginary partbeing proportional to the atom photoionization rosssetion. The polarization potential an therefore alsobe omplex in priniple.The next step beyond the HF approximation in ouranalysis of positron�atom sattering onsists in takingthe polarization interation into aount in the �rst or-der, in the same manner as this is done for the eletron�atom sattering in [4℄. The results obtained improvethe orrespondene with experimental data, but theyare still far from being satisfatory. As an illustration,we an use the respetive results for any atom, for in-stane He (see below).3. METHOD OF CALCULATIONSThe lak of a deisive suess after the seond-orderpolarization orretion (5) has been taken into aountmeans that something qualitatively important is miss-ing. We believe that as suggested in [5℄, this is thepositronium formation in the intermediate state, thatis, the possibility of a temporary binding of the inom-ing positron and the exited eletron (the one loatedfar from the atomi ore). We assume that being al-most una�eted by the ore ation, these eletron andpositron an form a bound state that is almost identi-al to the free positronium Ps. This alters the energyof the intermediate state, shifting it by the positron-ium binding energy IPs and modi�es the wave funtionof the intermediate state, whih is no longer the prod-ut of HF-wave funtions of the positron, the exitedeletron, and the vaany reated after the virtual ex-itation of the atomi eletron. Instead, the motion ofthe positron relative to the eletron is strongly modi�edby the binding.To take the energy shift into aount, we must sub-trat IPs from the sum of the positron and eletron en-ergies E1 + "2 in the denominator of the seond-orderpolarization interation (5). The modi�ed matrix ele-ment is then given byDE` e�l(E)E`E = XL�0 12L+ 1 Xi�F;"2`2>F 1Z0 hE`; "i`i kVLkE1`1;"2`2i hE1`1;"2`2 kVLkE`; "i`ii(2`+ 1)(E �E1 � "2 + IPs + "i + iÆ) dE1d"2: (8)
41
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1 2 3Positron energy, eVFig. 1. Cross setions of the elasti positron satteringon He. The dotted line is the HF approximation, thedashed line is the RPAE without positronium formationtaken into aount; the solid line is the RPAE with thepositronium formation taken into aount. Experimen-tal data: triangles � [15℄; open irles � [16℄, opensquares � [17℄, solid irles � [18℄; a0 is the BohrradiusThe additional phase shifts �Æ`(E) are determined byEq. (4) with e�`(E) instead of �`(E).We note that far from the target atom, Eq. (8) leadsto a rather simple expression for the polarization po-tential, Vpol = ��("+ IPs)2r4 : (9)Aording to the disussion at the end of the pre-vious setion, it is essential to have in mind that ifIPs > I , then �(IPs) is a omplex quantity, usuallywith a onsiderable imaginary part and �(IPs) an benot only positive but also negative.It would be muh simpler to use (9) (or (7)) insteadof (8) (or (5)), but the asymptoti expressions are validat so large distanes from the atom that their ontri-bution to the total phase shift is small. This is whywe used Eq. (8) in our alulations. The advantage ofour approah is obvious: to desribe the positron�atomsattering, we an use almost the same system of om-puting odes that was used in studying the eletron�atom sattering [12℄.To properly inlude the positron�eletron intera-tion mentioned above, instead of simply adding IPsto the denominator in (8), we must take the modi-�ation of the orresponding wave funtions into a-ount. This means that the produt of the one-positronHartree and one-eletron Hartree�Fok funtions E1`1,"2`2 and energies E1 and "2 must be replaed by wavefuntions and total energies of the interating or boundpositron and eletron that move in the atomi �eld. To
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Fig. 2. Partial wave ontributions to the ross setionsof the elasti positron sattering on He: a � withthe inlusion of positronium formation; b � withoutpositronium formation. IPs = 0:5Ry (a), 0 (b). Thedotted-and-dashed line is the s-wave ross setion, thedotted line is the p-wave ross setion, the dashed lineis the d-wave ross setion, and the solid line is the sumof s-, p- and d-partial ross setions�nd these funtions and total energies, the three-bodyproblem must be solved with the interation betweenthe inoming positron and atomi eletron and the va-any reated after the eletron virtual exitation takeninto aount. This is very di�ult, and simpli�ationsare inevitable. An attrative option is to desribe therelative motion of the positron and the eletron by apositronium wave funtion, while onsidering their en-ter of mass as moving freely, una�eted by the selfon-sistent atomi �eld and the vaany �eld. This approx-imate approah has been developed in [8�10℄, but themodi�ation of the energy denominator was entirelynegleted there. Here, we present the results of a muhsimpler approah, where only the energy shift due to42



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 1 (7), 2003 Elasti sattering of slow positrons on atomsvirtual positronium formation is taken into aount andthe modi�ation of the positron and eletron wave fun-tions is ompletely negleted [5�7℄.4. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONSHere, we give the results of our alulations for anumber of atoms. We start with He.The results for elasti sattering of positrons by Heobtained using Eq. (8) are demonstrated in Fig. 1. Itan be seen that the energy shift due to the positro-nium formation leads to a prominent derease of thelow-energy ross setion. The di�erene is qualitativeat E � 1 eV. As E grows, the in�uene of the posit-ronium formation beomes smaller, but the deviationfrom the HF approximation results is huge in all the
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Fig. 3. Cross setions of the elasti positron satteringon Li. The dotted line (a, b) is the HF approximation.The solid line (a, b) is the RPAE with positronium for-mation taken into aount. The dashed line is a �the result of [2℄, b � the RPAE without positroniunformation

region onsidered, up to E = 18 eV. To obtain theross setions, ontributions of the positron s-, p-, andd-partial waves were taken into aount. We note thatthe virtual positronium formation leads to prominentvariations in all the partial wave ontributions. This isillustrated in Fig. 2, where the results with (Fig. 2a)and without (Fig. 2b) the positronium energy shift arepresented.The ross setion of the low energy (e++He)-elastisattering is muh smaller than that of (e�+He). Thisan be explained qualitatively as follows: while theselfonsistent �eld Vs ating on the inoming positronis repulsive, the polarization potential Vpol, whih be-haves as ��He(IPs)=2r4 far from the atom, is attra-tive, beause �(IPs) and �(0) for He are positive andof the same order of magnitude as Vs. The ontribu-tions of Vs and Vpol therefore ompensate eah other,suppressing the elasti sattering ross setion. For theeletron sattering, both Vs and Vpol are attrative,and instead of ompensating, the respetive quite bigontributions enhane eah other.It is of speial interest to ompare the (e+ + He)and (e+ + Li) sattering beause �Li(IPs) is negative,omplex, and muh larger than �He(IPs) by the abso-lute value. In aordane with (9), the negative signof �Li(IPs) implies that in this ase, the polarizationpotential is repulsive instead of being always attra-tive [13℄ (also see the disussion above). This obser-vation is important for di�erent sattering proessesin general. Indeed, if the projetile and the target on-stituent an form a omposite partile in the intermedi-ate state, the polarization interation an easily hangeits sign, beoming attrative. This was found to our,for example, in nulear physis, namely in �-meson�nulear sattering, where the (�-meson + nuleon) sys-tem forms the so-alled �33-resonane, leading to ahange of the sign in the polarization interation [14℄.The imaginary part, depending on its magnitude, ane�etively be of either the repulsive or the attrativenature from the point of view of the elasti sattering.We should therefore expet that beause Vs and Vpolhave the same sign, they ontribute onstrutively andhene lead to an extremely large ross setion of thesize of, or even bigger than the (e� +Li) ross setion.The results for (e++Li) ross setions are presented inFig. 3. It follows that the energy shift aounting forthe positronium formation in the virtual state a�etsthe low-energy ross setion onsiderably. In Fig. 3a,we show the results obtained in the Hartree�Fok andrandom phase approximation with exhange with thepositronium formation taken into aount and the re-sults derived in [2℄ using a substantially more ompli-43
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Fig. 4. Calulated ross setions of the elasti positron sattering on noble gases. The dotted line is the HF approximation,the dashed line is the RPAE without taking the positronium formation into aount, the solid line is the RPAE with thepositronium formation taken into aount. a � Ne, experimental points from [19℄, b � Ar, experimental points from [19℄, � Kr, experimental points: solid irles � [19℄, open squares � [20℄, solid triangles � [21℄, d � Xe, experimental points:solid irles � [19℄, open squares � [17℄ated method. Although the di�erene between RPAEand [2℄ is prominent, the deviation of both of themfrom the HF approximation is qualitative. Figure 3blearly demonstrates the magnitude of the e�et of tak-ing positronium formation into aount in the virtualstate for E � 4 eV.Figures 4a, b, , and d present our results for noblegas atoms Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respetively. In the aseof Ne for E � 2 eV, the role of positronium formationis signi�ant, while the deviation from the HF approx-imation is quite dramati. We an see that the �rstexperimental point at about 1 eV demonstrates the es-sential role of taking the positronium formation intoaount in the virtual state. The same e�et for evenhigher E is seen for Ar in Fig. 4b. In Fig. 4 (Kr) andFig. 4d (Xe), the RPAE results (with the positronium

formation) are qualitatively di�erent from the HF re-sults. The latest experimental points, dark triangles forKr and dark irles for Xe, are in a reasonable agree-ment with the RPAE results. More aurate data aredesirable, however.The piture of positron sattering on He and Li de-sribed above is also qualitatively valid for the Ne�Napair. Indeed, the (e+ +Ne) ross setion is small, on-siderably smaller than the geometrial one, while the(e+ + Na) elasti sattering ross setion (Fig. 5a) isvery large. Even larger is the ross setion for (e++Ne),as an be seen in Fig. 5b. In Fig. 5, we ompare our re-sults with the lose-oupling alulations from [22℄. Be-ause the alulational approahes are essentially dif-ferent, the di�erene is not a big surprise, but experi-mental data are needed. For noble gases heavier than44
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Fig. 5. Calulated ross setions of the elasti positronsattering on Na (a) and K (b). The dotted line isthe HF approximation, the solid line is the RPAE withpositronium formation taken into aount, the dashedline with heavy dots is the result of lose-oupling al-ulations [22℄Ne, namely Ar, Kr, and Xe, the polarization intera-tion is muh larger and the ross setions inrease asthe atomi number grows. As in the Li�He ase, theross setions for the alkali neighbors are again muhlarger. The results for Kr and Xe are in a qualitativeagreement with those obtained in [1℄ using a muh moreompliated method.It is interesting to ompare the results for a groupof three neighbors, a noble gas, alkali, and alkali-earthatom. As a good example, the groups of atoms He, Li,Be (Fig. 6a) and Ar, K, Ca (Fig. 6b) are onsidered(Figs. 1�6). We heked the role of the positroniumformation for Be and found it very important, as pre-viously. For Be, the ross setions proved to be similarin size and shape to those of Li, whih is a onsequeneof the fat that their polarizabilities �(IPs) are rela-
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Fig. 7. Ps-formation ross setions for positron�Nasattering in RPAE. The dotted-and-dashed line is thes-wave ross setion, the dotted line is the p-wave rosssetion, the dashed line is the d-wave ross setion, thesolid line is the sum of s-, p-, and d-partial ross se-tions. Experimental points are taken from [23℄, openirles show the upper limit, and solid irles show thelower limitAs in alulations of �(E), we limit ourselves to tak-ing the �rst three partial waves into aount (those with` = 0, 1, 2). In Fig. 7, we show the results of our alu-lation of the Ps-formation ross setion in positron�Naatom sattering together with the experimental data of[23℄. At low energies, there is a strong deviation fromthe experiment, as in many other alulations [24℄, butat energies above 3 eV, there is a satisfatory agree-ment. We note that it is assumed in this alulationthat any eletron obtained by ionization together withthe inelastially sattered positron form a positroniumPs. Obviously, this is an exaggeration: some of theeletrons leave the atom without forming a real positro-nium. This is partiularly essential for a small energyE in the ases where the Ps-formation threshold is atE = 0 (as in (e+ +Na ollision).We note that using Eq. (8), we an also desribe theWigner�Baz' peuliarities in the elasti sattering rosssetion near the threshold of inelasti hannel (10) [11℄.5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THERESULTSWe have demonstrated that the relatively simplemethod with both many-eletron orrelations and vir-tual positronium formation taken into aount allowsobtaining relatively good results for the elasti satter-ing of positrons on di�erent atoms in the periodi table,
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